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Meet ~our New Regional Representatives
Hello. I am extremely excited to be the new Rocky Mountain Regional Representative. Considering everything I've gotten out of the SAFD over the past four years I realize that I've been remiss in giving back. As a
representative, my primary responsibility will be to facilitate communication, and let the rest of the country
know of all the great theater and stage combat going on in the Rocky Mountain region.
From a personal standpoint, I'm excited to broaden my network of friends and colleagues. I know that there
are enthusiastic fighters in this region that need a reliable contact with the SAFD and I'm honored to provide
that for them. Please let me know what you're up to, sh'are your triumphs (and tribulations). I'll be contacting
the regional membership shortly, but please feel free to drop me a line any time, with any questions, tales of
your stage combat exploits, or just to shoot the breeze. I'm looking forward to getting to know and serving all of you.
AIC Jeff Bull has been a member of the SAFD since 2002. He has survived many stage fights as an actor, and is very passionate about
helping both directors and actors craft fights that are both safe and effective. Besides stage combat training, Jeff has studied Aikido, Kyudo
(Japanese zen archery), Tai Chi and Kenda . He has been an enthusiastic actor since the age of eight and is currently pursuing his eighth
weapon proficiency As soon as his application for Advanced Actor/Combatant status goes through he will officially have the AAIC before his
name. Jeff lives in Westminster, Colorado, and works as a computer programmer by day and actor/combatant by night.

I was born and raised in Northern California and moved through the Mid-West and East coasts before returning back to the West in the fall of 2003. My first combat experience came at PCPA, Pacific Conservatory of
the Performing Arts, in 1989 when Chris Villa came to do the fight direction for Peter Pan and teach workshop
classes to the conservatory students. It was a brief encounter in my training, but it left a lasting impression.
Later, while attaining my BFA from the theatre program at Stephens College in Columbia, Mo., I was cast as
Romeo and found myself in another combat class to better prepare for the fight choreography in Romeo and
Juliet. It was then that I began to see a clear and valuable use for this skill in my craft as an actor.
At this time the SAFD was an unknown entity to me so I had no idea what opportunities where available, yet I knew because
of my experiences with stage combat that there was a need to seek out further training. It was while attending graduate school
at Temple University in 1995 that I fell across the path of FD/CT Payson Burt. Through his commitment, dedication and genuine love for all things stage combat I really began to learn about this expressive craft. It was through his guidance that I ventured out to Las Vegas for this thing called The National Stage Combat Workshop in 1997.
Well, from there it was clear just how and what I was going to be doing for the rest of my life. I have since worked to make a
career as a performer, director, fight choreographer and teacher of stage combat. I have been a member of the SAFD since
1997 and have long benefited from the many workshops, teachers and friendships I have been fortunate to encounter. This is
why I am excited to be serving as the Pacific West Regional Representative. I look forward to hearing from all the members of
our region as well as from those outside of it.
Currently the Head of the Stage Combat Department at The American Musical and Dramatic Academy in Los Angeles California, Robert is
also an Associate Artist with the Lady Cavalier Theatre Company based in New York and also a member of the Los Angeles Fight Academy
He has choreographed productions both in Los Angeles and New York for the Lady Cavalier Theatre Company, Present Company, Avidus
Productions, Mobius Group as well as at Temple University and AMOA. His training includes PCPA - Pacific Conservatory of the Performing
Arts, a BFA from Stephens College and an MFA from Temple University

The staff of The Cutting E.dge welcomes Jeff Bull and Robert Hamilton to their new positions as Regional
Representatives. We would also like to thank Sandy Van Bremen Cohen and Richard Lane for all of their hard work
and wish them good luck on their furture endeavors.

... From the
E_xecutive Director
Julia Dewev ove, Ph.D.

The pen is mightier
than the sword
Gia Mora, Editor-in-Chief

Going Out with a bang

0 Captain, My Captain:
The Perils of Fight Captaining in the Theatre World

This is my last article as your Executive Director. I'm glad
that my last duty will be to discuss with you a project very
near to my heart that has finally come to fruition: the
Theatrical Firearms Safety Course.

Chances are, anyone reading this column will be the most
qualified actor on stage to serve as fight captain, and lucky for
you because the benefits are astounding: Often times, there is
a pay bump (yes, ladies and gents-having fight training occasionally pays-literally!), and it's a wonderful opportunity to
hone your skill with another teacher.

Last issue, Gia Mora, our esteemed Editor-in-Chief, wisely
pointed out that such a course would "bring the SAFD up to
Unfortunately, it can also be a train wreck. As a woman, the
speed with current trends in American theatre." This is most
silent
(but sometimes very vocal) sexism from both tight direccertainly true. And it's been a hole in our past curriculum. ,
tors
and
fellow actors requires Job's patience in running daily
Here are the two reasons that I have been passionate in the
fight
calls.
Additionally, there are huge gray areas regarding
development of this curriculum. First, when someone is hired
expectations
for the fight captain, regardless of sex. How does
to be the fight director of a production, and let's say that's an
this
particular
fight director want me to share my opinion-in
SAFD Fight Director, and there's a firearm somewhere in the
public?
in
private?
When the fight director is not present, when
show. The production isn't going to hire someone else;
do
my
duties
as
fight
captain kick in, and what are their limitathey're going to assume that a Fight Director will know how
tions? How can the fight director (as well as the stage managto handle this. And we as a Society have done very little to
er and director) empower me as fight captain to ensure the
ensure that that Fight Director is in fact qualified.
safety of the actors? And when can a fight captain speak tor
the actors in saying something is not okay?
Second, on a personal level, women as actors are much
more likely to be hired to play in a scene, whether on stage
What I wish I had was The SAFD Guide to Fight Captaining.
or on screen, with firearms than they are with a weapons
Too bad it doesn't exist.
style such as Quarterstaff. That's just the state of today's theSo what can we as a Society to do educate our
atre. If we are to be of service to our membership, we need
Actor/Combatants? One way would be to offer a workshop
to otter training in the weapons they're going to be asked to
exclusively focusing on training actors to serve as tight capuse. That's only right as a Society, and it will help keep our
tains, much like how the TTW functions-a vocabulary of
membership sate, which is after all, a huge Society goal.
movement, communication, and expectations. Since that's a
tall order, I'd settle tor a class on fight captaining at a regional
However, firearms don't lend themselves to training in the
workshop, and I'd love to see a lecture forum on it so I could
traditional SAFD mold, and so it's not an additional weapons
hear from fight directors across the country on what they want
style, like when we introduced knife. How many required
and need from us. After all, as fight captains we're there to
moves could their possibly be tor an SPT? And so, we've set
serve the fight director, the director, and the playwright, not to
this up in a slightly different manner. It includes 14 student
serve our own needs to show oft our super fighter skills.
contact hours and a written test, and if passed, a certificate
is given. The Theatrical Firearms Safety Certificate is neither
For those of us who take stake in the SAFD as actors and not
a rank in the SAFD, nor a delineation of skill. It is a statement
as potential Certified Teachers, we have a perfect skill set at
of the completion of a safety course and a demonstration of
our disposal to be excellent fight captains. We just need some
the safe use of firearms in a theatrical setting.
guidance and standardization so we can do that job with as
This course was voted into the Society's Policies and
Procedures in 2004. It's about time that the membership
knew it existed! Ask your regional representative for a copy
so you can read all the details for yourself. I am an instructor
for the course, and have taught it here in Los Angeles. Ask to
have one taught in your area and take it yourself! Firearms
are one area where we all have to be sharp as knives.
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much accuracy and flexibility as possible.
Tonight I return to rehearsal at Baltimore Shakespeare
Festival's A Midsummer Night's Dream where I'm looking out
tor bruising on Hermia during the Act Ill, Scene ii fights, and
where I'm hoping that the torrential rain the east coast has
seen in recent days hasn't completely destroyed any footing
we have on our outdoor set. Maybe I should request cleats .
Or, on the serious side, perhaps I should ask for an extra 1O
minutes for fight call. I'm not quite sure. I hope that in the coming years questions like these will be answered with SAFD
sponsored training. For now, I'm wearing my Wellys.

from the Governing l:)od~
Mike Mahaffev. secretarv
Last Call for Membership Representative Nominees!
Our current membership representatives will conclude their terms on December 31 st , 2006, and new
nominees are needed by midnight Eastern Standard Time on August 5th!!! The following positions will be
available:

Friend/Actor Combatant/Advanced Actor Combatant Representative
Certified Teacher Representative
Fight Director Representative
Fight Master Representative
All nominees will serve on the Governing Body and its various committees and will help to shape the
growth of the SAFD for the next three years. If you are interested in nominating an individual, please contact Dale Girard, Chair of the nominating committe.,e. Dale may be reached by email at
dgirard@ncarts.edu, or by phone at (336) 993-3255.

~

Let's Pia~!

~

The Cutting E.dge Announces Call for Combat Games

In our ongoing quest to keep SAFD members on
The C utting E_dge of stage combat, we want to
feature a new combat game~ each issue. This is a
great way to participate in our international community even if you're geographically challenged and
don't get a chance to study outside your region.

Along with a detailed, easy-to-follow description of
the game, please email cuttingedge@safd.org
with the following information:

1) Your name
2) The name of the game
3) Where and from whom did you first learn it (or
did you invent it yourself)
4) The # of people needed to play
5) Specific purpose(s) of the game (skills developed, focus of warm-up, etc.
6) Interesting modifications (if any)

Please email vour game submission to
cuningedue@safd.org
with "Games" in the subiect line.

Definition - Glissade
Main Entry: 1glis-sade
Pronunciation: gli-'sad, -'sAd
Function: intransitive verb
Inflected Form(s): glis-sad-ed; glis-sad-ing
Etymology: French, n., slide, glissade, from glisser
to slide, from Old French glicier, alteration of glier,
of Germanic origin; akin to Old High German glltan
to glide
1 : to perform a ballet glissade
2 : to slide in a standing or squatting position down
a snow-covered slope without the aid of skis

Main Entry: 2 glissade
Function: noun
1 : a gliding step in ballet
2 : the action of glissading

SAFD Definition: (also Coule) A flowing
attack on the blade that displaces the
opposing blade by gently sliding down the
opposing weapon foible to forte. Excessive
force is not needed because it is generally
executed against a guard that insufficiently
closes the line of attack.
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ANC Rust~ Tennant
... Jn the f ootlight
CE: How did you first hear about the Society of American
Fight Directors?
Tennant: I guess the first time I recall hearing about the SAFD
was while working with Dan O'Driscoll and Al Foote Ill in NYC.

CE: How did you first get involved with the SAFD?
Tennant: Erik Fredricksen awarded me a full tuition scholarship to the NSCW in Las Vegas through the Kennedy Center
American College Theatre Festival.

techniques of each
implement were valuable in and amongst
themselves, and the
tests were excruciating, but the master
classes, rehearsals,
and chats with fellow combatants raises this workshop above
many theatrical training sessions. It is about three weeks in
the desert, not a day in the spotlight.
CE: What is your favorite restaurant in your city? Why?

CE: Why did you become a member?
Tennant: Quite simply, it changed my whole perception of my
work. I was introduced to a physical technique that finally
focused my movement background and my classical training
into a much more marketable product for the acting world.

Tennant: My favorite restaurants are Duke's Restaurant in NYC
(low end) and Muriel's in New Orleans (high end, it's still there.)

CE: What is in your pockets right now?

CE: What's your favorite weapon and why?

Tennant: As pathetic as it sounds, nothing. I guess I'm just
happy to be here. Thanks for asking.

Tennant: Broadsword. Genetics ... with a Iii' Drew Fracher
thrown into the gumbo.

CE: If you were a fruit/animal/vegetable/inanimate object,
what would you be and why?

CE: Using what you have learned so far on your journey,
what advice would you give to someone just becoming
interested in the SAFD?

Tennant: I'd be a banana/bull/broccoli/broadsword. Again ...
genetics.

Tennant: I don't know that I should be administering advice to
anyone, but the NSCW was huge learning tool for me. The

If you're interested in nominating a member to be featured, please
contact Associate Editor Michael Mueller (mjmueller3@aol.com).

Your SAfD Could Use Your Help
Ever wonder just how organizations like the SAFD get things done? No? You should. The SAFD is an organization that relies
on its members in order to suNive. While there are many people who offer their time and energy on a regular basis, we could
certainly use more of these outgoing, hardworking individuals who would like to contribute to its further growth. Some of the
areas where people are needed include:

- Material Donations - Merchandise - Grant Writing - Publicity/Promotion - Data Entry - Publications Think you've got what it takes? Send an email telling how you are interested in helping out to:

cuttingedge@safd.org

II ILlll■lllerl WE IIIE 1111111
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The R.ain in Spain falls Mainl_y on Our Work.shop ....
/5ut we still had a blast!!
l)_y Gina Cerimele-Mechle_y and Jonn l)aca
Sneaky Sh*t to fry our brains. We also had homemade pasta,
barbeque, and tasty side treats made by our good friend
Francesca to warm our hearts and bodies.

March Madness Ill took Cincinnati by storm-oh wait, it was the
other way around.
This year's workshop was a story of the triumph over adversity. MM Ill was originally to take place at Northern Kentucky
University. However, due to a scheduling snafu on their part,
the spaces were not available, which sent us running for our
lives!
Luckily, Xavier University saved us, providing us with ample
space to have the workshop. Granted, the rooms were in different buildings on the campus, but that was no
problem .... until. ... (dun dun dun) The rain hit!
Rain aside, we had a great workshop, with classes like
Scrappy Fighting, Laban Technique in Stage Combat, and

Our star-studded teaching staff included: "Emperor" Michael
Chin, Michael Johnson, Adam McLean, Bruce Cromer, k.
Jenny Jones, and a special appearance by Andrew Hayes!
Even the interns got in on the teaching action, giving the
beginning classes a taste of the different weapons the SAFD
offers.
This year was amazing, but don't take my word for it. Here's
what some of the students had to say!
"Instructors were great! Smaller classes gave excellent
instructor/student ratios."
"Everyone was helpful and informative. I learned something in
every class, it was amazing."
"March Madness was nothing short of awesome"
"Great price, great training."
And here is what one particular student, Stewart Hawley,
thought of the workshop ...

I have been around the SAFD for ten years now, but this was
the first time I attended March Madness in Cincinnati. This
well kept secret by the citizens of Ohio is a small intensive

"March Madness was nothing short of
awesome"
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The R.ain in Spain falls Mainl9 on Our Workshop ....
(continued)
Another class which I took helped to push my skills as a fighter and actor was FD MJ's double sword class. There were
only two students, MJ, a teaching assistant, myself and another student. The class was set up as one student fighting with
two broadswords while the other only had one weapon.
Overall this small intensive workshop helped to build the skill's
of actor combatants of all levels. As of something to improve
upon I would like to see more classes geared to advanced
students and directors. (Gina's note: We would, too! 75% of
the Advanced students registered after the schedule had been
finalized, so you Advanced kids get your registrations in early,
so we can make sure there are classes worthy of your abilities.)

workshop geared to all levels of combat trainees . I almost
hate to reveal its secrets in hopes that we here in the state of
Ohio can glean from its small student to teacher ratio and
superb instructors who were highly accessible for all the students.
This year the workshop was tucked away at beautiful Xavier
University in Cincinnati. There were ample opportunities for
beginners as well as intermediate combatants to hone their
skills. Classes ranged form Scrappy fighting taught by the
multitalented fight director K. Jenny Jones to Knife fighting
which was taught by the ubiquitous fight master Michael Chin .
The small class sizes gave each student an intimate rapport
with the instructor. The instructor's watchful eye helped to
reinforce the technique and style that they were teaching.
Having this immediate feedback helped to enhance the skill of
the performer in not only fighting technique but also acting
training.

"Instructors were great! Smaller
classes gave excellent instructor/student ratios."

"Everyone was helpful and informative. I learned something in every
class, it was amazing."
Before I end here, I would like to tell everyone why March
Madness is a bit off the beaten path from some other workshops. One, it is primarily a fund raiser for Cincinnati theatre.
The theatre scene in Cincinnati is growing, but the funding for
it is shrinking. We give the profits from the workshop to help
fund local theatre companies, and give them the aid they cannot get elsewhere. Also, we allow students 16 years of age
and up into the workshop. We want to expose budding artists
to stage combat early, so that will be ahead of the game in
their training. It also gives them a taste of what professional
theatrical training is like, and to see if theatre is really a profession they wish to pursue.
So come to March Madness IV next year, and help support
Cincinnati theatre! (We'll do our best to keep the rain away
next time .)

pictures by Melissa Bennett
This was especially evident in Bruce Comer's Laban class.
This class of about twelve people explored and interpreted
Laban's movement theories into a practicum theory for the
use in stage combat. Gina and Bruce's collaboration intensified the learning effect and created a relaxed environment in
which student could experiment with Laban's ideas and infuse
them into a small fighting sequence. Incorporating these two
methods lead to a new and effective vocabulary in explaining
a fight to students .
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R.egional R.eports
East Central Region
Delaware, Maryland,
New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, Washington D.C.

avoan
O'Driscoll
ECRegRep@satd.org
The Lieutenant of lnishmore by Martin
McDonagh
was
presented
OffBroadway by the Atlantic Theatre
Company in April and was subsequently
moved to Broadway in May with fight
direction by CT/FD J. David Brimmer.
David also choreographed the mayhem
in The Revenger's Tragedy produced by
the Red Bull Theater and performed at
The Culture Project.

FM Michael G. Chin has joined the theatre faculty at Muhlenberg College in
Allentown, PA where he will teach stage
combat beginning this fall. He will continue teaching at the American Musical
and Dramatic Academy (AMOA) in NYC.
Mike also worked as the fight coordinator for the Broadway production of
Festen by David Eldridge, which opened
at the Music Box Theatre in April.
Fights 4 and Lady Cavalier Theatre
Company joined forces (FD/CT J. David

Brimmer, FM Michael G. Chin, CT
Denise Alessandria Hurd, FD/CT
Michael J. Johnson, FD/CT Ricki G.
Ravitts, and FD/CT Robert 'Tink'
Tuftee) to host an SPT at New York
University, Tisch School of the Arts on
May 6th . Private students from the two
groups tested alongside NYU students
instructed by FD/CT J. David Brimmer
and CT Dan O'Driscoll.

CT Al Foote Ill directed the fights for
Romeo & Juliet at the Lion Theatre on
Theatre Row in NYC. Shakespeare
NYC presented this production as the
fifth play in its Complete Canon series.

Friend Marcus D. Gregio recommends
his two theatre books now available on

amazon.com.

They

are

entitled

Contemporary Shakespeare: Exploring a
Living Theatre for the 21st Century and
Shakespeare Festivals Around the World.

The Lady Cavalier Theatre Company
continued their play-reading series with

Catalina De Erauso: The Man Inside of
Me by Elaine Romero and finished postproduction on their film, Tea Before
Honour. Duels! by artistic director Peter
Hilton will be performed in August at the
Edinburgh Fringe Festival and The
Adventures of Margaret the Brave by A/C
Mark Silence opens in July as part of
ART/NY Summer Youth Theatre Festival.
On As the World Turns;
50th
Anniversary Special (air date: April 3rd)
A/C Laurie K. Miller doubled the
woman in the bus driver's seat Per
Laurie. Laurie said "It was an honor
working with the true veterans of the
show - including an actress who was the
first person seen in the very first episode
of As the World Turns!"

FM J. Allen Suddeth said "I'm very
pleased to announce the launch of our
new website:
www.actionfilmworkshops.com. Please look around and tell
anyone you think might be interested."
CT/FD Joe Travers celebrates the 11th
year of his company, Swordplay, by continuing to offer SPTs and SPRs in midtown Manhattan.

New England Region
Connecticut, Maine,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Rhode Island, Vermont

av Richard
Hedderman
NERegRep@satd.org
AA/C and New England Rep Richard
Hedderman fight-directed productions
of Romeo & Juliet and Othello. The latter is another inmate production at the
Racine, Wis. Correctional Facility where
he choreographed King Lear last year,

(See his article, "King Lear in Prison," in
the Fall/Winter 2005 issue of The Fight
Master). He also taught several programs for Milwaukee Repertory Theatre
and First Stage Children 's Theatre. On
yet another literary note, he has been
invited to read his poetry at the Library
of Congress next month, and would like
suggestions for a good restaurant in the
neighborhood.

A/C Meron Langsner directed (and fightdirected) Tonya & Nancy: The Opera at
the American Repertory Theatre's Zero
Arrow space as well as several shows at
Tufts University and the Boston Center
for the Arts. He also taught a stage combat course at Tufts University, a workshop
for playwrights about stage violence at
the Kennedy Center/American College
Theater Festival, and presented a paper
on the semiotics of stage combat at the
Comparative Drama Conference in Los
Angeles.

A/C Paul Ugalde played Valmont and
staged the duel in Dangerous Liaisons
for the Equinox Theatre. He reports that
it was "a great role, cool fight and a fun
death scene." He put down the
Smallsword and picked up the detonator
to play Froggy in The Foreigner for the
Vermont Stage Company.

CT Robert Walsh continues teaching at
Brandeis
University
and
Boston
University, and American Repertory
Theatre's Institute for Advanced Theatre
Training.

South East Region
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee, West Virginia

BvJohn
Cashman
SERegRep@satd.org
In
February,
Friend
Katrina
Breitenbach appeared in the Cary
Players production Love Bits & Bites,
and choreographed as well as per-
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Regional Reports
formed Kate's fight with Petruchio in a
scene from The Taming of the Shrew.
She attended the Virginia Beach Bash in
April, continues to study with CT/FD Jeff
A.R. Jones, and will take her first round
of SPTs later this year. She currently
teaches creative workshops through the
Durham Arts Council and the CALL program at UNCG. This summer she will
teach two weeks of drama classes at
UNCG's All-Arts & Sciences Camp.
CT Tiza Garland is the head of the
movement program at the University of
Florida in Gainesville, Fla. Last summer
she traveled to Romania, Serbia,
Estonia, and England to teach combat
classes, assist at workshops in addition
to continuing her training and performing in physical theatre. Her work continued in the states in North Carolina, New
York, and Lake Tahoe. These past few
months have been filled with movement
coaching and fight direction for Dracula,
A Very Old Man with Enormous Wings
at the Hippodrome State Theatre, as
well as work on Hamlet, Saints and
Sinners, Hello Dolly and Lysistrata
(which will be touring in Greece this
summer) at the University of Florida.
Recently, Tiza had the opportunity to
teach with Geof Alm, Mark Guinn, k.
Jenny Jones, and Colleen Kelly in
Seattle, Wash. at an event hosted by
Macha Monkey Productions in conjunction with the University of Washington.
Tiza is currently taking classes in New
York at the Laban/Bartenieff Institute of
Movement Studies working toward her
certification as a Laban Movement
Analysis Certified Movement Analyst
(LMA/CMA).
FM Dale Anthony Girard recently
returned from NYC where he staged the
fights for the Metropolitan Opera's new
production of Romeo et Juliet. Back in
North Carolina, he attended an
Academy Awards party with other members of the production team for June
Bug, for which he served as the film's
Stunt Coordinator. Members of the cast
and crew were disappointed in the loss,
but reveled in the film's overall success.
At NCSA, Dale's third year students just
completed their Rapier & Dagger and
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(continued)

Single Sword SPT, adjudicated by
Maestro Suddeth. Presently, Dale is
directing School for Husbands at NCSA
and staging the fights for Opera
Carolina's Margaret Garner, with Denise
Graves, as well as a local production of
Romeo and Juliet. In his free time, Dale
has taken it upon himself to retest in all
his belts in Tae Kwon Do. Training with
his two sons, Matthew (6) and Derek (4),
Dale is back to single black stripe, and is
now an Assistant Instructor at the Do
Jang. Matthew just earned his blue belt
and Derek is a red stripe in his Little
Tigers class.
FD Bruce Lecure fight directed La
Fanciulla def West and Carmen for the
Florida Grand Opera of Miami/Ft.
Lauderdale.
AAJC Lee Soroko has recently finished
directing Our Town for the Savannah
College of Art and Design. He added an
ear pull by Mrs. Foster when George
was playing ball in the street otherwise
the play remained non-violent. Lee has
also been active on the workshop circuit
interning at the Winter Wonderland
Workshop and he has plans to attend the
Boil, the Sockeye and the new Teaching
Symposium workshop this May.
AA/C Cliff Williams Ill just wrapped up
the 301h Humana Festival in which he
did fight choreography for four of the six
main stage shows, including Theresa
Rebeck's new hit The Scene. He is now
headed to Theatre West Virginia to cochoreograph with his friend Lee Crouse
and in September he plans on moving to
Washington, D.C.

International Region
All locations outside
the United States

Bv Bret

Yount
lntlRegRep@sald.org
AJC Felicity Steel writes that Melbourne

has just hosted the Commonwealth
Games, which included large doses of
free music, theatre, fireworks and is now
into the comedy festival. She has
recently worked on a play called
Delicacy, which was inspired by the true
story of a man in Germany who advertised over the internet for someone who
wished to be eaten. This guy even got
several replies! Felicity is presently
working on the fights for a play called A
View of Concrete which opens at The
Malthouse in a couple of weeks. The set
has trampolines and a small swimming
pool set into the stage.
Opera Australia will be doing
The Pirates of Penzance in July and
Felicity is presently coaching singers in
the art of swashbuckling so by the time
they go into rehearsal in July they will be
able to enjoy being part of the creative
process with the sword fights. She is
learning so much from the singers,
especially rhythm and cueing. "If you're
ever in trouble explaining how a cue
works, get a musical director to put
down his baton and demonstrate a few
ways to cue for the next beat." Felicity
explained. In addition, she is also doing
a knife fight for Carmen. It seems like
she is working with musical scores quite
a bit this year.
As an actor, she is performing in
a show called The Prodigal Daughter
that has had an invitation to go to Madrid
and Barcelona in September. If the
Australia council can come up with their
half of the costs she'll be doing a round
the world trip soon.
FM Richard Ryan is in pre-production
for Stardust based on the novel by Neil
Gaiman. The film, for which he is
Swordmaster stars Robert de Niro,
Michelle Pfeiffer, Clare Danes, Mark
Strong, Charlie Cox and Sienna Miller.
CT Bret Yount has been busy early this
year. Bret has worked on shows including Gladiator Games and The Harder
They Come for the Theatre Royal,
Stratford East and Platonov, Playhouse
Creatures and Widows for RADA. In
addition he also worked on a short film,
Fuel of the Dead for which he was the
lead and choreographed the violence.

Upcoming Workshops
ATTENTION WORKSHOP COORDINATORS:
Due to a formatting change with The Cutting E_dge, the specs have changed for ad
space. Please look them over to make sure that you are sending us exactly what we
need so we do not have to contact you and ask for corrections.
What you put in the ad is up to you; however, the following criteria must be met:
- The workshop must be sanctioned by the SAFD
- The ad must be 7.75" wide by 4.5" high
- The ad must be in black and white
- The ad must be submitted in either .tit, .jpg, .eps, or .pdf format
- When sending us a file, you must include the fonts you use
If your ad does not meet the following criteria, your ad will NOT be placed in the
publication. We will accept ads up to six months before the date of your workshop
and we are more than happy to answer questions and help you through the process
the first time. If you have further questions, contact us at:
cuttingedge@safd.org

Presented by Fights4 I Hosted by CCNY

Summer Sling X
August 17 - 20, 2006
This summer, come to the City College of New York for the 10th Anniversary
of the biggest and best stage combat workshop in NYC!
Summer Sling is four full days of classes taught by SAFD Fight Masters, Fight Directors and Certified Teachers.
Our curriculum offers standard SAFD disciplines as well as exciting new forms .

Over the past 10 years classes have included:
• McBane's Dirty Smallsword • Good Cop/Bad Cop
• Sword & Shield of "Troy" w/Richard Ryan • Choke 'em Out
• Roman Battle Tactics• Blood Effects
• Running into Things • Biker Karate
• Rock 'n Roll Broadsword • Bullwhip
• AND MANY, MANY MORE!

Discounted registration and a free T-Shirt if you register before July 1, 2006!
For more information or for a registration form
visit www.fights4.com
or contact Robert "Tink" Tuftee at (718) 788-4957
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Upcoming Workshops
The 3rd Annual Texas Intensive Stage Combat Workshop
*and* the Friday Night Forum!
A REGIONAL STAGE COMBAT WORKSHOP SANCTIONED BY THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FIGHT DIRECTORS

with Brian Byrnes, S.A.F.D. Fight Master and S.A.F.D. Certified Teachers Leraldo Anzaldua and Mark Guinn
additional staff TBA
The Texas Intensive: 9am-6:30pm Sat. and Sunday, September 2 nd & 3rd, 2006 {Labor Day Weekend)
Applying performance principles of stage combat in classes for the beginner and the advanced level actor/fighter.
Previous classes include:
Stylistic influences in broadsword
Whips
Kung Fu Single Sword
Knife and Tomahawk Throwing
Rapier Rough and Tumble
Rhythms of Rapier and Dagger
Knife fighting
Unconventional targets in Unarmed and Blade work
Introductory classes in various skills
And the Friday Night Forum 7:00-9:30pm Friday September 1st, 2006

"A special seminar in fundamental principles of stage fighting from a fight director's point of view" . A unique
opportunity to gain a better understanding of this important aspect of performance.
Location: University of Houston, School of Theater; Cullen at Elgin Drive, Houston , Texas
Fees: Texas Intensive $175.00 (for both days)
Friday Night Forum $25.00
10% discount for S.A.F.D. members! Send a copy of current membership card
*Skills Proficiency Renewals (SPR) offered based on interest; please indicate if you need to renew, and in what skill*
Send registration fees with complete contact information to:
Judy Frow's Show Business 5723 Nina Lee Lane, Houston, TX 77092
or Fax to register by credit card 713-683-0467
*Send inquiries to Ann Candler Harlan, Coordinator, via SWRegRep@safd.org or call 713-952-4867*

Its That Time Again!
Have you kept that New Year's resolution? Did you renew
your membership? If not, there's still time! Go ahead and
send in your annual dues payment!!! Your payment of a mere
$35.00 ($40.00 for international members) will bring you a
wealth of amazing bounty this year: two issues of The Fight
Master, six issues of The Cutting Edge, your shiny new membership card, discounts to workshops, access to the
Members Only section on the SAFD website and much,
much more! Just fill out the form on the previous page, make
out your check payable to SAFD and send them to:

SAFD
1350 E. Flamingo Road, #25
Las Vegas, NV 89119
If you would rather, you can safely and securely pay your
dues via the Internet by visiting:

http://www.safd.org/Membership/memform.html
Follow the directions as you find them on the site. Simple as
pie! Memberships can also be given as gifts. So, if you know
of someone that is especially difficult to shop for, give the gift
of membership! One size truly fits all!
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G5 Meetings Held
The 2006 Governing Body meetings were held at the
National Stage Combat Workshop at the University of
Nevada - Las Vegas on July 8th & 9th_ Watch the SAFD website in August and the next issue of The Cutting E_dge for
updated minutes, and additional information!

Update Your Contact
Information!
With membership renewals starting in September, make sure
your SAFD contact information is accurate! Just log in to your
"Members Only" page, and click "Update your info" (its right
above your welcome message). If it's incorrect, change it!
It's the only way we can make sure you continue to receive
your publications and other important information.
If you're having trouble logging in , use the password request
feature. If you're still having trouble, contact the webmaster
at webmaster@safd.org.

SAFD Membership APPiication/Annuai Dues Form
Please complete the entire form. In order for the SAFD to maintain accurate records, it is important that all of your information
in our database be current. You can either send in your payment with this form, or you may pay online with a credit card at
www.safd .org.
Reasons to join the SAFD :
- Subscription to The Fight Master, a journal published twice yearly
w Subscription to The Cutting Edge, our bimonthly newsletter
- Access to back issues of both publications and online discussions in the members only section at www.safd.org
qr Discounts to national and regional stage combat workshops
qr The right to vote for members of the Executive Committee and Governing Body
- And much, much more ...

Status (Circle one):

New Member

Current Renewing Member

Lapsed Renewing Member

Gift*

*If giving a membership as a gift, please print your name here
Please fill in the information for the gift receiver below.

Amount Enclosed ($35.00/year USA, $40.00/year Outside USA) $

.00

Check#

General Information
.,

Name (First, Ml, Last)

Membership Level (circle one):

Organization, Friend, Actor/Combatant, Advanced Actor/Combatant,
Certified Teacher, Fight Director

Address (Permanent):

Home Phone:

Cell Phone:

Work Phone:

Fax Number:

Voicemail :

Pager:

E-mail Address(es):
Website:

Union Affiliations (SAG, AEA, etc.):

University (name/address):
Employer (name/address) :
Publications should be mailed to (please circle one):

Permanent

University

Work

I am interested in getting involved (circle any that apply):
Material Donations - Merchandise - Grant Writing - Publicity/Promotion - Data Entry - Publications - All

Current Skills Proficiency Test Results (Please list most recent SPT for each weapon)
WEAPON

Month/Year

Instructor

Adjudicator

Broadsword
Knife
Quarterstaff
Rapier & Dagger
Single Sword
Smallsword
Sword & Shield
Unarmed

SAFD,

Photocopy & Mail with payment to:
1350 East Flamingo Road #25, Las Vegas, NV. 89119
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)n Upcoming Issues
New Regional Representatives

• The Games People Plav

The Rain in Spain
... From the Governing Body
... In the Footlight
Regional Reports
Upcoming SPTs, SPRs and Workshops
The Cutting E_dge is a publication of the SAFD.
The views expressed in this newsletter <lo no!
necessarily represent the views of the organization.

cumnu EdgeDeadlines for FutureIssues:
Matertat Due Date

~

January/February 2006:

November 1, 2005

March/April 2006:

January 1, 2006

May/June 2006:

March 1, 2006

July/August 2006:

May 1, 2006

September/October 2006:

July 1, 2006

November/December 2006:

September 1, 2006

• Women in Stage combat
• swashing at the Bash
• Alternative Healing tor the Actor/Combatant
• Pacific West, Northwest, and Southwest
Regional Reports
• ...In the Footlight
• ...In the Spotlight

And much, much more!

1111onal Rapon Schedule and Deadlines for 2006:
Jan./Feb., July/Aug. Editions Include lnt'I, SE, EC, NE

(deadlines Oct. 15 and Apr. 15 respectively)
Mar./Apr., Sept./Oct. Editions include PW, NW, SW

~,,,m,,1,,,,.,

(deadlines Dec. 15 and June 15 respectively)

j

May/June, Nov./Dec. Editions include MA, RM, GL

· 'b.

(deadlines Feb 15 and Aug. 15 respectively)

SAFD
1350 E. Flamingo Road, #25
Las Vegas, NV. 89119
(800) 659-6579
www.safd.org
Editor-in-Chief:
Associate Editor-Regional Reports:
Associate Editor- Msp Reports/Promo:

Michael Mueller

Gia Mora

Advisor/Editor-Liyout:
Advisor:

John Tovar
Mike Mahaffey

Gregglloyd

Send all submissions, comments and questions to

cuttingcdgc@safd.org

Submissions tor the
September/October
issue are due
Julv 1st!

The SocIe1v 01 American Fight Directors

~

.s."'
'iJ

.

% 1350 Easlflamlnuo Road
~ # 25

§
,,,~

las Vegas, NV. 89119
www.satd.oru
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